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Outset Group Consulting Case Study: BA Blueprint 

Service: BA Blueprint 

Deliverable: A comprehensive plan to “elevate and improve” Business Analysis performance across 
the entire enterprise 

Situation: Rapid growth via acquisition and market leadership has made this company one of 
healthcare’s largest transaction processing specialists.  This brought together many 
different BA functions, roles, and processes under one IT roof, with uneven results. The 
company brought in The Outset Group to assess BA performance enterprise- wide, and 
recommend the next steps to elevate and improve Business Analysis performance. 

Initiation: After an initial round of fact-finding, we set five goals: 
1. Document current BA practices across the enterprise in a detailed BA Services 

Matrix, noting strengths in personnel and process 
2. Create an active and accountable BA Focus Group made up of key players from 

IT management,  Development, and QA.   
3. Conduct a BA Pain Point Survey, administered to all areas of the business that 

interact with Business Analysis. Then have the BA Focus Group review and 
prioritize the survey results, thereby guiding the priorities of the BA Blueprint. 

4. Engage with the global software vendor the customer uses for Requirements 
Management.  Assess current usage of the system, assess system capabilities 
(current and planned), and recommend a path forward. 

5. Create a customized Business Analysis Blueprint that: 
a. Details the AS IS for business analysis enterprise – wide 
b. Identifies needed improvements, especially in training, requirements 

documentation, requirements management, BA role delineation, and 
BA tools  

c. Includes a detailed project plan (scope/schedule/cost) for deployment 
of high priority objectives to improve BA performance 

Execution: A small Outset Group team, backed by weekly BA Focus Group meetings and 
widespread management support, produced a report and a plan that met all five 
objectives, on time and under budget. 

Result: This company was positioned to move forward with immediate improvements to 
enterprise – wide business analysis services, including a Uniform Requirements 
Template, customized training, streamlined Requirements Management, standardized 
tools and libraries, migration to Agile methods, and a focus on innovation. 
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